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Orders for 424 Volvo buses to Norway and
Sweden
Volvo Buses has received orders for 424 buses to customers in Norway and
Sweden. In Norway, three operators that won two large tenders chose for the
most part to purchase Volvo buses.

”These orders further strengthen our role as market leader in the Nordic region,” says
Stefan Nordström, Senor Vice President, Business Region Europe.
The tenders in Norway involved Norhordaland north of Bergen in which the operator
Concordia won the traffic contract and Romerike north of Oslo in which Nettbuss,
Unibuss and Concordia secured the assignment. Subsequently, when the operators
selected suppliers of buses for the traffic, Volvo Buses landed contracts around yearend for 319 buses, slightly more than 80% of the deliveries.
“I am convinced that our success is due to us being able to offer a highly favorable
total economy,” says Svenn-Åge Løkken, head of Volvo Buses in Norway. “The
orders involve proven products and through the years we have shown that we can
deliver on time and with the right quality.”
Most of the orders pertain to complete buses. Nearly 225 are Volvo 8700 intercity
buses that are built at the plant in Wroclaw, Poland and about 30 Volvo 8500 intercity
buses built at the plant in Säffle, Sweden. The remaining buses are chassis to be
completed with bodies by the Vest bodybuilder in Norway.
The operators have also chosen to be at the forefront with regard to environmental
investments. The buses are equipped with Volvo’s 7- and 12-liter engines that meet
either the Euro V environmental standard, which does not become effective until the
autumn, or EEV, that is an even more stringent but voluntary emissions standard. The
buses will be delivered in the spring and placed in traffic this summer.
In Sweden, Concordia ordered 105 buses. Most of the buses are Volvo 8500 models,
of which 40 will be placed in traffic in Stockholm and the same number in the
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area. The order also includes 15 Volvo 9700 coaches to Swebus Express. The buses
will be delivered from April to October.
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For further information, please contact Per-Martin Johansson, press officer, +46
31 322 52 00, per-martin.johansson@volvo.com

Download picture here
http://ams.llr.se/erez4/erez?vtl=imageexpress/3/download_icp3.html&cmd=downloadprepare&adhoc=1&src=*jmSrD5k3Y7JvfF79Q3Jc3vZyO4aD8XaT2fuMCsgre6d7qpk
7ThpbdFWbKoU0BACYeqlon4dx5HCC.QJoHvsiOncZyt,EN,y/CqdaOKISz5ERFBB
TDXKOZu,UCAPaoGF0=

Visit http://www.thenewsmarket.com/volvogroup to access broadcast-standard video from Volvo Group. You can
preview and request video, and choose to receive as a MPEG2 file or by Beta SP tape. Registration and video is free
to the media.

Volvo Bus Corporation is one of the the world’s largest manufacturer of large buses and coaches. The range
comprises complete vehicles, chassis, bus bodies, transport system solutions for metropolitan traffic, leasing,
financing and service contract maintenance. Volvo Bus Corporation is part of the Volvo Group, one of the world’s
leading manufacturers of trucks, buses and construction equipment, drive systems for marine and industrial
applications, aerospace components and services. The Group also provides complete solutions for financing and
service.
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